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Summary

Introduction: Various health-related data, subsequently called
Person Generated Health Data (PGHD), is being collected by
patients or presumably healthy individuals as well as about
them as much as they become available as measurable
properties in their work, home, and other environments.
Despite that such data was originally just collected and used
for dedicated predefined purposes, more recently it is regarded
as untapped resources that call for secondary use.
Method: Since the secondary use of PGHD is still at its early
evolving stage, we have chosen, in this paper, to produce an
outline of best practices, as opposed to a systematic review.
To this end, we identified key directions of secondary use and
invited protagonists of each of these directions to present
their takes on the primary and secondary use of PGHD in their
sub-fields. We then put secondary use in a wider perspective
of overarching themes such as privacy, interpretability,
interoperability, utility, and ethics.
Results: We present the primary and secondary use of PGHD in
four focus areas: (1) making sense of PGHD in augmented Shared
Care Plans for care coordination across multiple conditions; (2)
making sense of PGHD from patient-held sensors to inform cancer
care; (3) fitting situational use of PGHD to evaluate personal
informatics tools in adaptive concurrent trials; (4) making sense
of environment risk exposure data in an integrated context with
clinical and omics-data for biomedical research.
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Discussion: Fast technological progress in all the four
focus areas calls for a societal debate and decision-making
process on a multitude of challenges: how emerging
or foreseeable results transform privacy; how new data
modalities can be interpreted in light of clinical data and
vice versa; how the sheer mass and partially abstract
mathematical properties of the achieved insights can be
interpreted to a broad public and can consequently facilitate
the development of patient-centered services; and how the
remaining risks and uncertainties can be evaluated against
new benefits. This paper is an initial summary of the status
quo of the challenges and proposals that address these
issues. The opportunities and barriers identified can serve
as action items individuals can bring to their organizations
when facing challenges to add value from the secondary use
of patient-generated health data.
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1 Introduction
Person Generated Health Data (PGHD),
which is sometimes also used for Patient
Generated Health Data, has received
strongly increasing attention in numerous
publications (cf. [1, 2] for a small selection), and at events such as the AMIA
2016 symposium. Example data sources
include blood glucose and blood pressure
monitoring data from devices, exercise,
and nutrition logs from mobile applications, and questionnaires (e.g., screening,
medication adherence, risk assessment,
and intake). The growing availability of
devices, sensors, smartphone apps, and
Direct-to-Consumer Services (e.g. personal
genome, microbiome) enables citizens to
collect relevant health information (e.g.
physical activity, sleep patterns, mood,
genetic or exposure information, etc.) that
can be shared among them, or with health
providers and researchers.
In the last years, we have been witnessing a dizzying convergence between the
digital revolution and the world of health
[3]. In particular, two significant trends
in the healthcare landscape are emerging.
First, the movement of quantified self has
led to the increasing prevalence of health
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tracking capabilities on consumer devices
and to the emerging citizen science [4, 5,
6], which both entail with rising health
consumer awareness. The statistics shown
in recent large-scale consumer surveys have
clearly revealed this trend: a 2016 survey
conducted in the US [7] showed that 78% of
the citizens were willing to wear technology
for health tracking. In fact, 33%, resp. 21%,
of the US consumers were already using
health-tracking mobile apps, resp. wearable
devices. In another 2015 survey [8], 45%,
resp. 32%, were intrigued to use wearable
devices to track health in the US, resp. Europe. Gownder JP, et al. further showed that
a majority of the respondents believed that
PGHD would be beneficial for maintaining
their own health [9].
In this respect, with presumably healthy
citizens tracking health-related behaviors,
“Person” certainly better fits the P in PGHD
than “Patient”. Also the term “Generated”
is misleading when presumably health-related data such as environmental exposure
is collected about citizens, rather than by
citizens. However, since PGHD has been
widely introduced, we stick to the acronym
also in somewhat atypical situations. It
should also be noted that for the comprehensive management of health problems,
PGHD couldn’t be regarded in isolation.
In many cases, PGHD only gain meaning
in light of clinical data, or vice versa.
Therefore, health-related data from sources other than the citizen or her attached
devices (health history, treatment history,
symptoms, biometric data from lab tests/
devices) will be incorporated wherever
medically mandated.
Second, the model of value-based care
has led to healthcare ecosystem forming
and payment reform. To achieve this,
some countries have attempted a more
coordinated approach to consolidate efforts
from multiple providers to include patients
in full cycles of care [10]. In many other
countries, this trend has led to increasingly diverse channels of health service
delivery such as nurse-led clinics and case
management in UK, Italy, and Spain [11],
and retail clinics in the US [12]. Also in
the US, 85% of provider payments under
Medicare were expected to tie into quality
of care by the end of 2016 [13]. Under the

Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 (MACRA)[14], which is
the regulation currently being finalized to
determine how Medicare providers would
be paid, some of the proposed quality measures require patient contribution. To name
a few: functional status, shared decisions,
ambulatory assessments, and preferences
[15]. In addition, the perceived need of
shared decision-making [16] has also
changed significantly: in a 2005 survey,
only 48% of patients preferred not to leave
final decisions to their physicians [17]; a
decade later, in a 2012 survey [18], there
are almost 76% requesting to be involved
in the final decision-making.
Owing to these trends in quantified self
[4, 5, 6] and value-based care [10, 11, 12], a
plethora of patient-centered data generated
by devices, self-reporting portals/apps, and
care processes are produced. However, quality and value of this data, objectively and in
patients’ perceptions, are unknown. Health
informaticians are challenged by the amount
of the accumulated PGHD and by their heterogeneous and temporal nature, which call
for innovation in data collection, storage,
standardization, integration, analysis, and
visualization [19].
While this challenges data analytics which
has begun to deliver algorithms and heuristics
to separate good from bad, and noise from
meaningful data, we will hereby address the
next challenge in “secondary use of data”,
i.e., how to utilize cleansed and approved data
for purposes beyond their primary context
and motivation of collection. Examples of
such usages beyond the primary purposes
of PGHD include: (i) feeding information
back into Medical Product development [20],
(ii) use of data as trial outcome measures
[21], (iii) identifying predictors of disease
progression [22], and (iv) returning usefull
information to the patient to assess self-efficacy and induce behavior changes [23,24]. To
date, this is still an active research area that
interdisciplinary researchers are exploring to
collect evidence. The nascency of this field
may not yet allow for a systematic review.
However, the field still needs an account of
the status quo. This overview therefore aims
to provide an initial reading into exemplary
application areas wherein added value in these
areas is demonstrated.

2 Method
Two of the authors (SH, TW) identified
perspectives on PGHD leading to a characteristic type of secondary use and respective
value-added services. The value-added
services range from enhancing PGHD
services by pre-existing evidence through
feeding personalized decision support with
evidence newly discovered in PGHD. In particular, two key dimensions have emerged
to differentiate the emerging PGHD value-added services: (a) person’s role in data
capture and (b) scope of value added to the
PGHD. The first dimension differentiates
how PGHD was collected for secondary
use, i.e., whether a “person” was passively
involved during data collection, or has been
actively participating via some reporting
tools (such as patient-reported outcome
measure questionnaires and ecological
momentary assessment apps). The second
dimension differentiates where PGHD are
adding values to consumers (via research,
app surveillance, clinical decision support,
or personalized care coordination support).
Four application areas from the different
person’s roles and scopes of value-added
services were selected to provide deep dives
in this survey.
SH and TW then solicited concise descriptions from pioneers of four focus areas
of secondary use identified by scholarly
publications in the years 2015-2017. Figure
1 illustrates the chosen focus areas on the
two key dimensions. Each of these will be
treated as a focus area where we describe an
original setting of collecting or processing
data and contrast it with the secondary usage
methods that address open problems or new
opportunities and by that token add value to
the original purposes of the efforts.
Therefore, this article serves as a survey
of emerging practices that have demonstrated preliminary evidence of their values.
The four focus areas were selected with
the following rationale: (1) PGHD for care
coordination across multiple conditions:
we discuss the Shared Care Plan (SCP) to
demonstrate that the value of dispersed data
that patients maintain about their multiple
diseases can be enhanced by applying
existing evidence to aggregate them into a
personalized comprehensive plan for care
IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2017
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such as receiving a written plan of care
or arrangements for follow up care [33].
Therefore, while fragmented data and
information are maintained by the patient,
her caregivers and her healthcare providers
for her different conditions, integration of
these disperse data is lacking. This lack of
integration makes enrichment of cross-disciplinary care processes such as adverse
drug events surveillance or application of
evidence-based practices impossible.

Scope of value added
Personalized

(1) Making sense of
PGHD and clinical data for
care coordination

Coordination
Decision
making

(2) Making sense of PGHD for
patient cancer decision making

App
surveillance

Cohort based

Risk patterns

Improve
Individual
Care

(3) Situational use of PGHD for
personal informatics tool evaluation
(4) PGHD for
biomedical research
Generate
Evidence

Subject

Actor

Person‘s role in
data capture
1

Fig. 1 Four focus areas on the key dimensions of secondary use of PGHD

coordination; (2) PGHD for patient cancer
decision-making: we discuss primary data
collected by cancer patients to demonstrate
that new insight can emerge from identifying patterns in large collections of such
data; (3) PGHD for personal informatics
tool evaluation: we discuss the secondary
use of mobile app data that were originally collected for behavioral coaching to
demonstrate that methods from advanced
biostatistics can be used to identify the
most successful apps concurrently to their
use in a realistic setting; (4) PGHD for
biomedical research: we discuss environmental risk exposures to demonstrate that
patterns and effects found in large data
collections can flow back to the patient to
infer cohort risk patterns for intervention
allocation at a later stage.

3 Results
3.1 Focus Area 1: PGHD for
Care Coordination across Multiple
Conditions
Primary purpose. Managing chronic illness frequently involves managing multiple chronic conditions (MCC). A quarter of
US adults have MCC, with 18% having two
or three conditions and 7% having four or
IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2017

more [25]. Common co-morbidities across
all groups are hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes [26]. The proportion of
MCC is higher for older age groups [25].
There is a substantial burden on family
caregivers who assist individuals with
MCC. They are unpaid and not included
in cost estimates of the healthcare system.
A recent national survey estimated that
16.6% or 39.8 million Americans provide
care for an adult [27], and on average,
caregivers spend 24.4 hours per week
caring their parent.
Care coordination – the deliberate
synchronization of care – is an evolving
concept that attempts to address the challenges faced by those with complex care
needs. However, care coordination is also
more difficult for those with MCC due to
the involvement of larger numbers of clinicians and differing advice received from
them [28, 29], more medications to manage [30], and higher rates of adverse drug
events [31, 32]. A multinational survey
indicates that serious gaps in care coordination exist in the US: 44% of respondents
said a doctor or a pharmacist sometimes/
rarely/never reviewed medications, 24%
that medical information was not available
during scheduled visits, a rate which is
30% higher than in other countries, and
38% experienced a failure on at least one
component of discharge care coordination

Secondary use. Shared Care Plan (SCP) is
a secondary use of the fragmented threads
of health documentation. It is a comprehensive, evidence-based plan of care that is collaboratively developed with participation
of the patient, family, and health care team
[34]. The objective is to address all of the
patient’s health-related needs in the context
of the patient’s values, requirements, and
preferences. A number of authors have
suggested specific elements for inclusion
in SCPs (c.f. Table 1) [35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40]. The breadth of requirements for care
coordination and SCPs clearly indicate the
need for both person- and healthcare-generated data for comprehensive situation
assessment and coordination.
While much of clinical data in Table 1 exists already dispersed across EHRs, it is likely not available to patients, caregivers, and
healthcare teams across multiple settings.
Similarly, PGHD may reside in siloed applications in use by patients but not integrated
together, or shared with healthcare teams.
SCPs need to be collaboratively built
and dynamic over time. In order to enable
SCP requirements, newer collaborative
technologies such as mobile applications,
social-network-styled systems and wikis
should be considered to complement the
EHR-based care plans in place today. These
technologies should be implemented with
attention to technology standards that enable
interoperability and preserve privacy and
security of health information, concerns that
previous studies have shown to be important
for consumer acceptance of health technology and electronic data sharing [41].
One example of a shared platform that
demonstrates owner-controlled coordinated
collection and distribution of information
is LinkedIn, a professional networking
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Table 1 Informational Components of SCPs
Content Categories

Person Generated Health Data

Clinical Data

Contact Information

 Patient preferred contacts

 Responsible clinician
 Number(s) to call for results

Health History

 Detailed health concerns
 Allergies

 Conditions, diagnoses
 Health status evaluation populated with
computable, standardized data.

Goals and
Preferences

 Patient’s goals
 Expectations of care
 Challenges and concerns
 Self-management capabilities
 Family or caregiver resources
 Patient-reported health status
 Advanced directives
 Patient likes and dislikes

 Problem list
 Clinical goals
 Treatment plans

Actions

 Self-tracking measures (e.g. blood glucose, weight)
 Tracking of observations of daily living
 Patient self-management plan/behavior change
action plan
 Side effects and symptoms
 Tracking SCP items

 Appointments
 Interventions and treatments
 Test results
 Tests and orders pending at discharge/transfer
 Responsible individual for follow up
 Evidence-based guidelines
 Tracking SCP items

Health Education

 Identified learner for education if patient is
unable to receive it
 Information about health condition

 Clinical instructions given to patient

Medications

 Medication concordance and adherence plan and
tracking
 Over the counter medications
 Medications that are not being taken

 Prescribed medications
 Medications during hospitalization
 Pre-admission medication list
 New discharge medications with start date,
duration, route, dose, frequency, date, indication

application (mobile and social) that supports the construction of a dynamic, longitudinal career record with multimedia
capabilities. The record owner controls how
information is ordered and prioritized and
how it is communicated to the member’s
connections. Another example is the wiki
(a type of social network platform). The
best-known wiki, Wikipedia, leverages
the crowd wisdom to aggregate information and constantly update and verify the
accuracy of that information. But many
wikis are used as tools for knowledge
management and collaboration [42, 43],
and health professions education [44, 45].
By that token, this presents a blueprint
for the coordinated aggregation of data
and knowledge related to a patient’s conditions. Few wikis, though, have focused

on patient information needs. These types
of technologies, which have rarely been
applied to healthcare, could be helpful to
the requirements for a SCP.
New solutions that foster the inclusion
of PGHD must be flexible to allow for
changes in healthcare delivery models and
integration of new technologies, as demonstrated by the authors of [46]. EHR-based
care plans and clinical decision-support
systems are built on enterprise software
platforms that require that communication
pathways, workflows, and evidence guidelines be set in advance, making any change
cumbersome and time-consuming. Technology-enabled SCPs could offer solutions
for personalized care processes and be
supportive of collaboration of individuals
with MCC and their healthcare teams.

3.2 Focus Area 2: PGHD for
Patient Cancer Decision-making
Primary purpose. The growing use of mobile
and sensor technology offers opportunities
for data collection and intervention delivery
to prevent cancer and improve cancer-related
outcomes. In 2016, 64% of US residents own
smartphones (up from 58% in 2014), which
enable collection of health data and delivery
of intervention content through mobile apps,
text messaging, and video [47]. In addition,
45% report owning consumer-grade wearable sensors (e.g., Fitbit®, smart watch).
This number has doubled since 2014 [48].
Having the capability to deliver mobile and
sensor technology and achieve desired and
sustained behavior changes depends on the
user acceptance, engagement, and perceived
clinical utility of the device. This focus area
demonstrates that, when coordinated with
relevant clinical data and encounters, these
enabling technologies can facilitate the collection and integration of PGHD into clinical
and patient decision-making, particularly
during times of acute cancer care.
Most oncology care is provided on an
outpatient basis and current standard of
care largely relies on in-clinic interactions
between providers and patients to assess
and evaluate outcomes and provide feedback
[49]. Information gained in relatively brief
encounters can be biased due to underreporting and inaccurate recall [50]. Ecological validity of cancer interventions can be
improved by tailoring health assessment
“in-the-moment” when and where it is most
needed [51]. Integrating mobile and sensor
technology may overcome limitations and
constraints in their ability to objectively
and accurately evaluate important outcomes
that impact cancer prevention and treatment
regimens, and to provide meaningful health
interventions at the most appropriate time
[52, 53].
Secondary use. Navigating and managing
cancer care is a complex task, with inherent
challenges including information deficits,
poor care coordination between primary
care and specialty providers, and psychosocial support needs. Harnessing technological innovations for PGHD can potentially
enhance individual management of cancer
IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2017
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care across the cancer continuum, from
primary prevention through treatment and
into survivorship [54]. For example, PGHD
analysis focused on identifying emotional
distress has facilitated the identification
of persons in need for mental health care,
assistance, and support [55]. Mobile technology applications that enable patients to
identify and report symptoms or adverse
effects from treatment between routine clinic
visits may improve adherence to their care
plans [53]. Systems that enable the collection
of PGHD during cancer care can improve
clinical decision-making and enhance patient
engagement in their care [52, 53].
Despite increasing prevalence of sensors
and mobile applications directed at improving health and psychosocial well being, there
are relatively limited data on their optimal
use for improving PGHD data collection and
intervention delivery in cancer [56]. Many
basic questions need to be addressed: what
type of data is most useful, under what type
of conditions, and for what patients or populations? What are the best practices to distill,
analyze, and intervene using data generated
by patients from mobile or continuous monitoring? Addressing these questions may help
overcome acceptance and adoption barriers,
understand and implement processes to
integrate enabling technologies, and result
in information that is clinically relevant
and useful as well as enriching to the target
audience’s experience.

3.3 Focus Area 3: PGHD for Personal Informatics Tool Evaluation
Primary purpose. As shown in Focus
Area 2 on cancer care, mobile health apps
are an important source of PGHD. In this
section, we describe a primary use case of
behavioral intervention technology (BIT)
[57], which uses mobile technologies (e.g.,
smartphones, tablets, sensors) to deliver
behavioral intervention to support physical
and mental health. Examples of BIT include
passive monitoring such as activity tracking
[58], and delivering psychological therapies
via smartphone apps [59, 60]. The main
advantage of BIT is that it can be deployed
at low costs to a large number of patients
who will otherwise not have access to the
IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2017

traditional one-to-one exercise programs
or psychological therapies, thus addressing
important public health problems.
Secondary use. Data generated via BIT
can be leveraged for app surveillance as a
secondary use case of the data. There are
currently websites that exist to facilitate the
evaluation of health apps (e.g. psyberguide.
org for mental health apps). While evaluation
can be based on expert opinions, the opportunities of using PGHD for app monitoring
will be enormous not only because of the
large number of users and high volume of
data, but also because data are collected in
an environment that reflects behaviors as
they naturally occur in real time. The large
number of health apps available poses a
challenge in how to evaluate them. There
are over 97,000 health apps in the wild [61],
while many care providers are introducing
multiple mobile tools into the regulated processes of medical care in their own systems.
In addition, due to the rapid development
cycle of apps and constant update, each app
will have a relatively short “shelf life”, thus
limiting the user horizon that may benefit
from the apps [62]. Therefore, knowing soon
the health value of an app would benefit all
stakeholders. This motivates the secondary
use of PGHD via BIT for app surveillance
using adaptive designs.
For the sake of argument we assume that
patients look for an app for their health condition and, rather than choosing an app, accept an app assigned by a central system that
utilizes a randomized clinical trial (RCT) to
provide evidence for superiority among the
tested apps. While generally in accordance
with principles of therapy research, the RCT
(or A/B testing) is impractical in light of
the large number of health apps and short
shelf-life problem described. To illustrate,
consider a system comparing the utility of
10 apps by patients. Utility is measured by
a pre-specified clinically meaningful use
metric (e.g., total number of app sessions
patients engaged in). In order to compare
app A with a 30% utility rate and app B with
a 40% utility rate, the RCT will require n =
477 subjects assigned to each app in order
to have 90% power to declare app B has a
superior utility based on a chi-squared test
at 5% significance. Thus, to evaluate all 10

apps on this system simultaneously, it will
roughly be a 5,000-subject study.
Adaptive designs are a collection of
statistical tools for clinical trials that aim
to increase the efficiency of evaluation and
to streamline the drug development process
[63]. The basic idea is to use interim data
obtained in a study to inform the treatment decisions of the prospective enrolled
subjects. One such adaptive design is the
sequential elimination [64, 65], by which
small batches of subjects will be sequentially enrolled, randomized evenly to different
apps, and observed for their app utility.
Apps that trail on the empirical use rate by
a pre-specified margin (denoted d) will be
eliminated and no longer be allocated to
patients by the system.
Table 2 gives an example of how a sequential elimination process may run on a
10-app platform, with an elimination margin
d=10. In the simulated trial, after 18 subjects
were randomized to each app, one out of
18 subjects had a meaningful use of app
E, whereas 11 out of 18 subjects used app
C; the former (app E) was eliminated and
discontinued from the platform. Similarly,
after 25 subjects in each remaining app, app
C (15 uses out of 25) eliminated app F (5 out
of 25). The process continued in a similar
fashion until only one app remained: This
simulated trial reached the conclusion with
recommending app C after a total of 1,664
subjects. On average, under a scenario where
one app has a 40% use rate and the other nine
have 30% use rate, this design will reach a
conclusion with 941 subjects and will be
able to recommend the correct app with 92%
probability (“power”). This represents a fivefold reduction of the sample size required
with the conventional RCT.
Sequential elimination can be viewed as a
special case of adaptive randomization (AR)
that alters the allocation ratios favorably to
interventions with superior empirical performance during a study [66]. Table 2 gives the
simplest form of AR for illustration purposes. More sophisticated statistical models and
reinforcement learning techniques can be
used to account for user characteristics and
accommodate delayed observations [67], and
incorporate the dynamic nature of app use
[68]. All these methods consider a “closed
system” in that the app pool is static and the
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Table 2 A hypothetical trial using sequential elimination: an app is eliminated at an interim analysis N if the number of meaningful uses trails another app by at least d =10. Shaded areas indicate enrollment has
stopped for a given app.

N*

Number meaningful use (“success”)
App A

App
B

App
C

App
D

App
E

App
F

App G

App
H

App
I

App J

18

8

4

11

5

1

4

4

4

5

5

25

8

8

15

6

5

6

6

7

7

31

12

12

16

6

8

8

11

9

56

25

24

22

15

20

22

18

100

34

35

37

40

34

30

111

37

40

40

45

35

115

37

42

41

47

72

75

82

150

140

240
484

*N = Number of users assigned to each app that has not be eliminated at the interim analysis.

number of apps evaluated is fixed. However,
in the context of an open app platform (e.g.
Google Play), the number of apps is constantly changing. Even for app platforms within a
care organization, the app ecosystem will also
change with new apps or updates occurring in
a staggered fashion. Extensions of these AR
procedures are currently under investigation
for these important realistic settings [59, 69].
Importantly, in all these designs, assigning
health apps using AR will enhance the compliance of patients, as they will receive the
better apps with higher likelihoods. Thus,
this is an example where the secondary use
will indeed enhance the primary purpose of
the intervention.

3.4 Focus Area 4: PGHD for
Biomedical Research
Primary purpose. In recent years, and in
parallel to the evolution of digital health,
biomedical research has recognized the
central role played by environmental factors
in disease progression, and is beginning to

study these risk factors at the individual le
vel. The concept of the exposome, coined by
Wild [70], proposes a formal and systematic
framework for the study of all environmental
exposures to which an individual is subject,
from conception to the end of her life, and demands a systematic research effort equivalent
to what has been done to characterize the human genome (and also the human phenome).
Although the elaboration of the complete
exposome of an individual is still far from
the reach of research laboratories, because
of its enormous complexity [71] and relatively recent definition, it is now possible to
carry out studies of partial exposomes, for
example, focused on a disease [72], health
condition [73], organ [74], geographical
location [75], or employment status [76].
Exposure information in the broad sense
comprises all non-genetic data of an individual (including behavioral factors, social
determinants of health, physico-chemical
exposures), and these data can be obtained
from multiple sources, including biomarkers (molecules reporting exposure to particular environmental agents such as smoking

[77]), geographic information systems, environmental questionnaires (e.g. NHANES)
[78], EHRs [79], but also through PGHD
(surveys, sensors, self-quantification systems, mobile apps, and Direct to Consumer
Services) [80]. These partial exposures
should be analyzed in conjunction with genetic and phenotypic data in order to better
understand gene-environment interactions
and the underlying causes of diseases.
Secondary use. Scientific endeavors such
as the US Precision Medicine Initiative
(PMI) (All of Us Research Program)
explicitly recognize that to understand
diseases better, it will not be sufficient to
sequence a large number of personal genomes [81]. On the contrary, the initiative
raises the need to collect primary PGHD
(or participant-provided information, as
it is called in this initiative), making use
of personal digital health (participatory)
technologies such as web-based surveys,
wearable devices, and smartphone apps.
This research program, which aims at
generating a data repository of one million
IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2017
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participants or more, joins other projects
that also use digital health technologies to
collect primary PGHD data for biomedical
research, such as the Health eHeart Study
[82], or the Health Data Exploration Network [83]. In all of them, the investigators
aim at collecting PGHD that reports environmental risk factors making use of digital
technology in large populations of healthy
individuals and patients.
There are still major challenges to
making PGHD routinely used in medicine (incomplete data, reliability, noise,
standardization, etc.), but PGHD offers a
unique opportunity for biomedical research
[84]. The use of digital health technologies,
coupled with advances in the characterization of individual exposomes and the
development of participatory medicine,
converges in projects (e.g., PMI) of high
potential to support truly integrative research approaches (gene, environment,
phenotype) for secondary use of PGHD.
This can further enable the generation of
new hypotheses about health maintenance
and disease development, encourage advances in prevention, and ultimately bring
new solutions for predicting individual risk
and generating new truly individualized
diagnostic and therapeutic solutions.
So, data associated with environmental
characteristics to which individuals are exposed is being primarily collected, complementing omics-data, for research purposes,
and to explain under which circumstances
dormant risks are likely to materialize. This
data will serve the secondary purpose of
informing the development of new preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic solutions
applicable in patient care.

4 Discussion
In the four focus areas, the secondary use
cases of PGHD fill the following gaps: (1)
disease process management, (2) continuous data flow over time for decision-making, (3) personal informatics tooling evaluation, and (4) environmental cohort-based
risk pattern mining for precision disease
understanding. These focus areas push the
envelope of varying innovations, ranging
IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2017

from integrating and interpreting highly
diverse data (Focus Areas 1 & 4), achieving
easy access to various data for patients who
already expend significant efforts to manage their conditions (Focus Areas 2 & 3),
and efficiently selecting quality of services
from a plethora of candidates (Focus Area
3). All presented innovations also face the
challenges of quality/reliability, interpretability, integration, and ethical judgment. In
the remaining of the paper, we will outline
the challenges and discuss the possible ways
to make possible the synergy among initiatives and platforms that is necessary for
the success of the secondary use of PGHD.

4.1 Quality and Reliability Issues
of PGHD
Despite all the opportunities identified in
the four focus areas in Section 3, the quality
and reliability of the different PGHD data
sources vary. Take the patient health mobile/
wearable/sensor data used in Focus Areas
2 and 3 as example: evidence is strong for
the reliability of physical activity measures
[85], but weaker for sleep patterns and
heart rate measures [86]. Another dimension of quality and reliability in view of
the patients’ right to data integrity is about
information security and trust management.
With the increasingly complex healthcare
ecosystem of PGHD, the attack surface for
malevolent intruders gets larger as we speak
[87]. The issues are especially paramount
as “Bring-Your-Own-Device” (BYOD) is
considered as a norm to enhance patients’
convenience in a healthcare environment.
This has further expanded the risk to all
the focus areas that use connected devices
(e.g., environment monitoring IOT devices
in Focus Area 3) and Patient Reported Outcome Measures (e.g., Patient Health Questionnaire-2 PHQ2) for tracking emotional
distress for care coordination purposes in
Focus Area 1).
To further understand the implications
of PGHD with varying quality and reliability, clinical trials have been conducted
to examine the clinical value of PGHD in
care flows. Yet the results vary widely, with
some showing no behavioral improvement
over standard care [88, 89]. Therefore, al-

most across all focus areas, the secondary
analysis of PGHD is expected to integrate
some machine learning and statistical tools
to assess quality and reliability, filter noise,
and derive useful information from the vast
and raw PGHD.

4.2 Interpretability Issues of
PGHD
Another common challenge across the four
focus areas is related to the interpretability
of the secondary analysis of PGHD. The interpretability issues that impede the progress
of using PGHD in practice come from two
major sources: (1) the interpretability of the
clinical content that is needed for putting
PGHD in context, and (2) the interpretability
of the computational models.
For improving the interpretability of
clinical content, it would be important to
start investigating how to further incorporate data-driven, cohort-based risk patterns
to foster personalized treatment [90]. For
example, as mentioned in Focus Areas 2
and 3, mobile/wearable data-driven insights
can help identify emotional distress and
any adverse reactions of cancer treatment
in an early stage. These insights, when
interpreted properly, can help locate appropriate mental health care providers for
assistance and support [55]. The same is
applicable to many other exogenous health
determinants, which are often difficult to
detect in traditional EHRs using prospective
study designs. In Focus Areas 1, 2 and 4, the
development of clinical content interpretation for secondary analysis of PGHD, with
appropriate tools to select the right patient,
right data, right problem, at the right time,
has a huge potential to discover new risk
factors for decision support and program
design of disease management.
For improving the interpretability of
computational models, a few studies in the
vein of Focus Area 4 have started emerging
and building informatics tools to discover
novel risk factors associated with a variety
of disease phenotypes. Similarly in Focus
Area 2, once the risk factors for a particular
disease phenotype have been identified, digital devices, sensors, and smartphones can
be used for designing new interventions to
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mitigate the effect of those risk factors [91,
92]. One method to do this is to analyze the
parameters obtained from the computational
model and then to map them back to the
original features space. Afterwards, those
features that are selected by the models
can act as the potential risk factors of the
disease. For example, model coefficients
obtained from logistic regression can easily
be transformed into log odds to provide
clinical interpretations [93].
Another popular method of interpreting complex models is given with the
rule-based or decision tree based model,
which both can provide nice intuitive interpretations about risk factors and their
interactions [94]. Other popular techniques
include visualization techniques for depicting complex clinical models into an
easily digestible form [95]. For example,
visualizations can leverage the sequences
of events occurred in a patient’s healthcare
utilization during a particular time period
to build a patient’s health trajectory [96]
(Focus Areas 1 and 2). Likewise, stepwise
elimination of inferior therapies like in
Focus Area 3 can be easily communicated
by comparing with the inferiority margin.
Despite initial evidence on the feasibility
of developing tools to address the interpretability issues for PGHD secondary use, the
validity of such tools is still an area calling
for investigation.

4.3 Integration of PGHD with
other Types of Healthcare Data
As human diseases are often complex being
affected by multiple health determinants,
the value from the secondary use of PGHD
often hinges on the ability to uncover
PGHD-driven insights in perspective with
other data sources. For example, in Focus
Area 4, multiple data sources (ranging from
EHRs, genetics, environmental data, and
PGHD) are combined to infer patient status
and disease progression. However, there still
exist challenges that require special caution
while building integrated solutions for clinical decision-making.
First, the heterogeneous nature of the
diverse data sources incurs pre-integration
barriers that are not trivial. As it is most

distinctly shown in Focus Areas 1 and 4,
each of the data sources provides a snapshot
of the patient’s health trajectories collected
by different stakeholders, at different time
points, and even using different technologies. Table 1 has given a detailed account on
how the diverse types of EHR and PGHD
are not even accessible uniformly to patients
and caregivers. Moreover, differences in the
nature of data such as differences in data
formats, types, dimensionalities, volumes,
and properties also create problems for
building analytical methods integrating
those datasets [97].
Second, the technologies for collecting
both PGHD and EHR data can change over
time. As exemplified in Focus Area 2 and
3, mobile- and sensor-based apps change
rapidly over time. Therefore, the overall
integration framework needs to be flexible
and dynamic to allow better interoperability
and electronic data sharing [75].
Third, there exist intricate relationships
among health determinants across multiple
data sources. For example, in Focus Area 4
interaction relationships can exist between a
genetic determinant and an environment exposure, and the combined effect of the two
determinants can incur a greater risk than
the marginal effects of each determinant
alone [98]. In addition, some might even
inherit causal relationships with certain
clinical markers. For example, a particular intervention can have some unwanted
downstream effect on patient’s behavioral
aspects, which may ultimately lead to the
disease under consideration. Accurately
identifying such relationships, present
among different health determinants, is
among the future opportunities of Focus
Areas 1, 2, and 4, is of great importance for
proper clinical decision-making. Computational techniques should aim to find such
type of subtle relationships present among
different types of markers.
Fourth, while prior knowledge that can
illustrate the relationships among multiple
data sources is available, it is not always
well captured. For example, to construct
SCP (Focus Area 1), it is important to
integrate prior knowledge about drug categories, hierarchical relationships among
diagnostic codes, and clinical guidelines
among interventions [99,46].

4.4 Societal and Authenticity Issues
One last recurring challenge throughout the
focus areas is the privacy issue incurred by the
collected and analyzed PGHD and authentication mechanisms. For example, monitoring
data from fitness trackers, smartphone apps
and posts in social networks (as used in Focus
Area 2 and 3) are presumably authentic, but
they flow outside the health care and public
health arena. By that token, they are not meant
for research and as a rule they have not been
authorized for research use. Using traces of
human behavior belongs to human subjects
research for which either individual consent
must be solicited or very good reason must
be provided to Institutional Review Boards
(IRBs) to exempt from subject consent.
The act of consenting, however, jeopardizes
authenticity. The Hawthorne effect [100] is
an early manifestation of what can happen if
human beings are informed that they will be
subjects of an experiment. A comprehensive
treatment of such effects and how they may
invalidate results can be found in Chapter 15,
especially Table 15.1 of [101].
While consent mechanisms have been
established to authenticate data volunteered
by patients (such as those in Focus Areas
1 through 3), we face wider ranging challenges with data collected about the patient
(such as those in Focus Area 4). The latter
characterize citizens through their physico-chemical and social exposure and hence
immensely intrude on their privacy. Even if
such data are collected anonymously, their
combination with other data modalities as
may occur in Focus Areas 1-3 increases the
risk of re-identification.

4.5 Addressing Challenges
with Multi-level Initiatives and
Platforms for Behavior Modeling
The consumer and pervasive health informatics community are increasingly handicapped by the problem of not being able to
leverage the secondary analysis of PGHD directly in care flows. As observed in Sections
4.1- 4.4, these challenges are multi-level and
will require the whole community to start
enabling technologies and standards so as to
decrease the burden of collecting and leverIMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2017
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aging evidence from PGHD. A multitude of
proposals have been brought up to address
each of the different challenges.
First, the quality and reliability issues call
for attention to assess user behavior and, in
any PGHD-integrated solutions and platforms (e.g., the Shared Care Plan in Focus
Area 1, the All of Us Research Program in
Focus Area 4), to further standardize report
metrics as parts of the finer-grained PGHD
management strategy [39, 40, 84].
Secondly, to further address the interpretability issues, it has been conjectured
that the secondary use of PGHD needs to be
coupled with user behavior-based nudging
mechanism (e.g., incentives, incremental
feedback, other strategic initiatives) and
careful program designs to make it work.
In any case, improving interpretability of
clinical content and computational models
in the context of user behavior is a crucial
step to infer potential knowledge that is
complementary to the already known clinical
practices and guidelines.
Last but not least, to remove the barriers
for integrating across multiple data sources,
innovations are needed to build common
data models (including standard communication pathways, reporting guidelines and
PROM templates) that can capture intricate
relationships among health determinants and
prior knowledge in a flexible and dynamic
framework.
Going forward, it would be essential to
continue collecting evidence and examining
the synergistic areas where an end-to-end
solution of secondary use of PGHD can
realize its value. In fact, across the various
proposals for addressing the challenges,
there has been one missing piece, that is, a
behavior learning mechanism that can scan
through PGHD to identify outcome-differential patient behavioral patterns. We expect
more future research in this field will bridge
the gap between the PGHD-driven insights
and care practices.

4.6 Addressing Challenges with
Ethics as a Tool
As observed in Section 4.4, societal and
authenticity issues will need solutions that
go beyond enabling technology. Among
IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2017

all the possible solutions, an ethics-based
utilitarian approach has shown potential to
serve as a tool to address the challenge as
well as other dilemmas that follow. Starting
points that are widely recognized in biomedical ethics are four maxims [102], which
include: (i) (respect for patient) autonomy,
(ii) benevolence, (iii) non-maleficence, and
(iv) distributive justice. Since these maxims
can get into conflict, the utilitarian approach
can be applied to evaluate desired and undesired outcomes of a decision. A decision is
made in favor of that action that maximizes
the positive minus the negative utilities. As
an example, privacy violations may enter
the “calculation” as negative utilities, while
new general insights or individual treatment
options are typical positive utilities.
Based on the ethics-based utilitarian approach, when trying to resolve the dilemma
between scientific insights at the price of privacy violations, a utility function can then be
derived to assign utility scores to a designated
achievable set of insights and their consequences. For example, to determine whether
a research proposal in Focus Area 4 should
be approved, the utilitarian approach can be
applied to evaluate both the negative utility of
privacy breaches and the positive utility of a
found exposome-genome pattern that might
enable the early detection of certain cancers.
Only if the former outperforms the latter
could respective research achieve approval.
While the above example in Focus Area
4 was a dilemma between the maxims of
benevolence and maleficence, in the Focus
Area 3 we face a dilemma between autonomy
and benevolence. Total autonomy would mean
that patients freely choose among all treatment
options and eventually pick one and cling to
one with a mediocre outcome because they
so will. Adaptive trials with sequential elimination dramatically cut autonomy: instead of
myriads to choose from, the patients gets what
he is assigned to. His remaining autonomy is to
request an app or not. However, the likelihood
to get an effective app is higher than in the free
choice situation. So the approach deserves the
attribute benevolent. Here as well, the negative
utility of reducing autonomy must be weighed
against two positive utilities: for the patient to
have an effective app with a higher likelihood
and for the community to find out which are
the effective apps.

The sequential elimination has other
positive utilities that do not come to mind
easily. It protects the prospective patient from
unwarranted opinion-related effects. It has
been observed inside [101, section 3.3.1.1]
and outside [103] the internet that clever
rhetoric in the absence of true knowledge,
maybe better characterized as bullying, can
influence the selection and decision-making
process in communities. It has also been
observed that patients are not truly capable
of judging physicians’ competences [104].
Therefore patients may actually be better of
by declining their autonomy and trusting an
insight formation process like in Focus Area 3.

5 Conclusion
Secondary use of PGHD brings Medical Informatics into a role of creating new clinical
insight, be it about processes (Focus Area
1), risk assessments (Focus Areas 2 and 4),
or therapeutic effectiveness (Focus Area 3).
Medical Informatics has to find and define
its role in how to deliver such insights. The
new 2016 IMIA Code of Ethics for Health
Informatics Professionals (HIPs) [105] has
added as Part II-A various duties that HIPs
have directly towards the patient. It is commented in [106] that through the advent of
eHealth, HIPs become so central to the delivery of health care that they can no longer
regard themselves as “supportive technical
players”, but “acquired a fiduciary role sui
generis that can no longer be ignored”.
This may be seen as an invitation to market
direct to the consumer. However, whether
insights achieved through data gathering
and computation alone and bypassing the
medical profession truly advances the field
is an open question.
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